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Assessing Student Work

Criteria
for

What’s working?
reader response journal

Met

Not yet met

V

- recorded a minimum of 3 responses
this week

- included personal connections
questions and predications

- used the format we set up in class
(re : headings, page numbers)

Conference requested ■

Date(s) received:

V

V

Question(s):

Nov. 20

V

Assignment:

■ partner
■ other

Student:

Assessed by ■ teacher
■ self

Reader Response
Andrew J., Block 3

Figure 11 : Met, Not Yet Met
Reproducible in Appendix, page 69
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Ten Ways to Assess
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MET, NOT YET MET

With this approach, the focus is on having students complete their work. This first step in using criteria separates
what students are expected to complete from how well they
complete it.
1. Set the criteria for a project. Teachers may set the
criteria or refer to the four-step process (pages 13–20) for
ways to involve students in doing this.
2. Make an assessment sheet such as the one illustrated in figure 11 for each student.
3. Assess student performance in relation to the criteria by putting a check mark (✓) in the “Met” or “Not yet met”
column for each criteria statement.
4. Highlight those criteria that have not been met.
5. After giving assessment sheets to students, invite
those who received ‘NY’ to complete their work and resubmit it for reassessment.
6. Record student per formance as ‘M’ or ‘NY’. If students resubmit their work, record ‘R’ for “Revised,” adding
an ‘M’ if they then meet the criteria.
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